
  
WORK FASTER WITH SMART AUTOMATION
Magic Contact | Start building candidate portraits before you ever talk to them by automatically    

pulling information from social profiles.

Quick Send | Send a simple batch text message personalized to individual recipients on-the-go. 

Campaigns | Create campaigns of scheduled and sequenced messages that can be sent to one or many candidates.

Sourcing | Discover new candidates and intelligently automate the screening process. 

HIRE BETTER WITH LESS EFFORT 

Chatbot Screening | Filter out unqualified candidates easily, move qualified candidates to the next 

level quickly, and bring a human into the process when it matters most.

Question Library | Access a library of quality questions and responses to be used during interviews. 

Candidate Sharing | Selectively share candidate portrait information with others in the organization 

to better equip them for the next conversation. 

Coaching Mode | Coach your recruiting managers to help them improve upon the quality of their 

interactions during the hiring process. 

IMPRESS AT EVERY TOUCHPOINT 
Chrome Extension | Use the Chrome extension to pull candidate name, phone number, and other 

relevant contact information directly from your ATS or favorite recruiting site to immediately start 

engaging with candidates. All with a push of a button. The Chrome extension makes sure recruiters 

meet talent where they are while simplifying their workflows and capturing data seamlessly.

On average, Talemetry customers complete screens in:

4.4 
minutes

disqualify in 

seconds
52 922

and save

hours per year

Anticipate your candidates’ questions before 
they even ask them with AI-driven text.

 
By leveraging text and automation, you can see candidates’ conversations and interactions in 

real-time. AI can anticipate the next best question to delight and inform your candidates, and, 

ultimately, you can hire the right people in less time. Learn more at talemetry.com.
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